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ApolloXpress (cont’d)

SMALL DIAMETER FITTInGS
The APOLLOXPRESS™ small diameter fittings 
(1/2” - 2”) feature copper-body construction 
for most configurations. The lead-free 
design offers a Leak Before PressTM feature. 
The forward lip aids in the alignment of 
the copper tube during insertion, reducing 
the risk of o-ring damage. These fittings are 
approved for underground applications 
and are ideal for service and repair.  
Pre-lubricated, they are fast and simple to 
install. Copper fittings are Made in the USA.

Apollo Fire Protection system solutions
XPress, by Apollo Fire Protection System Solutions is the thread and groove free method of joining fire sprinkler 
piping cleanly and in less time. Contractors choose to use XPress rather than threaded systems for the labor 
savings, peace of mind and everything in-between.   

The XPress systems’ innovative advancements include a tool that weighs less than ten pounds and a full 
line product offering utilizing state of the art manufacturing techniques with 100% on-line quality testing.  
These innovations provide contractors multiple benefits including labor savings, a clean, grease free joint and 
consistency when making connections. 

XPress, perfect for both retrofit and new construction projects is ideal for hospitals, hotels, dormitories, apartments, food and beverage, petrochemical, 
schools, places of worship and exposed residential basements to name a few.

XPress…for the perfect fit!”

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM SOLUTIO
NS

XPRESS GALVAnIzED SPRInKLER SySTEM
The UL Listed and FM Approved system 
for wet fire sprinkler applications saves 
contractors valuable time.  Available in 
system sizes 1” - 4”, includes galvanized 
pipe and fittings and lightweight tools 
manufactured by Novopress.  

XPRESS STAInLESS STEEL  SPRInKLER SySTEM
The UL Listed and FM Approved system 
for wet and dry fire sprinkler applications 
saves contractors valuable time.  Available 
in system sizes 1” - 4”, includes type 316 
pipe and fittings and lightweight tools 
manufactured by Novopress. 

LARGE DIAMETER FITTInGS
The APOLLOXPRESS™ large diameter copper 
fittings (2-1/2” - 4”) feature a patented solid 
cross-section grab ring, creating significant 
contact with the tube after pressing. The Leak 
Before PressTM feature allows water to flow 
past the sealing element during pressure 
testing if the fitting has not been pressed. 
Last, but certainly not least, we’ve added a 
visual element: if the break-away band is still 
on the fitting, it needs to be checked. Made 
in the USA.


